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Abstract: Against the backdrop of the societal differentiation of literacy, the pa-
per investigates spelling variation in digital written communication beyond the
binary paradigm of standard and nonstandard. To this end, the paper proposes
a formal classification of digital spelling variants and then focuses on the socio-
communicative functions of these variants in usage. Theoretically grounded in
the notions of register and social indexicality, the paper discusses how spelling
variants are metapragmatically ordered by social actors and deployed in text-
messaging interactions in order to indicate interpretive context. To investigate
these phenomena holistically, the paper furthermore presents a tripartite re-
search framework that addresses digital writing regarding its I) structural vari-
ants, II) communicative practice, and III) reflexive awareness. Afterwards, this
methodological approach is applied empirically. This is done based on a data set
that includes samples of everyday literacy by 23 German adolescents: informal
WhatsApp texting, on the one hand, formal school essays on the other. The exem-
plary analyses focus on phonostylistic spellings (e. g. elisions such as <ich hab>
instead of <ich habe>) and graphostylistic spellings (e. g. graphemic substitutions
such as <daß> instead of <dass>) in these WhatsApp interactions, reconstructing
the metapragmatic status of standard orthography in digital writing. By combin-
ing structure-oriented, interactional, and ethnographic perspectives, the paper
seeks a disciplinary dialogue by relating concepts of sociolinguistics and lin-
guistic anthropology not only to research fields of media linguistics but also to
research on writing systems.
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1 Introduction
The role of writing and literacy has changed in the course of the digitization in ev-
eryday communication—not only at the level of individual writers, whose every-
day life incorporatesmore literacy events than ever before, but also by unfolding a
catalytic effect on linguistics’ view ofwritten language and its communicative and
social variability. Even though literacy practices were already highly variable in
pre-digital times, always sociolinguistically shaped in the nexus of social actors in
specific contexts (cf. Elspaß 2002), the proliferation of digital media marks a new
chapter of literacy and certainly a new era of literacy studies (cf. Gee 2015). This
also applies to the linguistic study of spelling in particular. Facing the everyday
practices of digital literacy, the rigid binary division between orthographic stan-
dard spelling as a linguistic default and non-standard spelling as quantitatively
marginal and qualitatively deviant proves questionable. Instead, in the age of dig-
ital communication everyday literacy turns out to be fragmented into a plethora of
communicative practices—a kaleidoscope of writing styles, each assigned to so-
cial situations and identities on the basis of socially shared language and media
ideologies (cf. Androutsopoulos 2016; Busch 2018; 2021a). In this perspective, the
evolution of writing systems cannot be separated from the evolution of commu-
nication media and, most importantly, from the pluralization of communicative
practices conducted by social actors using these media. In this paper, I will ex-
plore these practices at the level of graphemic variation in German texting and
show how distinctive spelling variants become resources of socially meaningful
registers of digital writing.

In my understanding, the term digital writing does not only indicate the spe-
cific technological conditions of the production process but also highlights the
embedding of written communication in a mediated network of mutual inter-
locutors. Digital writing in this sense is not merely writing of any kind by means
of computerized technology (e. g. writing an essay on a desktop computer), but
rather refers to written communication that is characterized by its interactiveness
and sequential structure and organization (cf. Georgakopoulou 1997; Androut-
sopoulos 2007; Storrer 2018). While spoken conversations are built up by turns,
the basic interactional unit of digital writing practices is themessage. A message
is constituted by all the semiotic means that an interlocutor selects by typing
before sending it by one final click/tap as a delimited visual contribution, mostly
displayed in the shape of a speech bubble by the software application.1 These

1 It shall not be suggested that turns andmessageshave identical characteristics: on the contrary,
it can be stated that the conditions of time in digital written communication result in completely
different practices of interaction management (cf. Beißwenger 2007).
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digital written messages merge into a stream of interactional exchange—be it
in the form of consecutive social media postings or text messenger threads (cf.
Imo 2015: 25). While each message is oriented to (potentially) sequentially pre-
ceding ones, it simultaneously projects the subsequent course of interaction.
Interlocutors thus engage in an unfolding social collaboration by semiotic means
of writing.

A broad range of studies on computer-mediated communication (CMC),
which have been dealing with these phenomena in linguistics for 30 years now
(cf. Ferrara et al. 1991; Werry 1996; Runkehl et al. 1998), agree that this novel
writing practice goes hand in hand with the usage of specific micro-linguistic
structures. While in spoken face-to-face interactions paraverbal and nonverbal
signs disambiguate, modify, or emphasize the meaning of verbal contributions,
multimodal resources are comparably limited in digital written interaction due
to its disembodiment. Although the semiotic repertoire in contemporary online
applications is usually extended by pictorial signs such as emojis, stickers, and
gifs (cf. Herring and Dainas 2017), written linguistic signs seem to have a clear
priority in many of these mediated interactions.2 Accordingly, it is the segmen-
tal composition of words itself, i. e. spelling, that provides an important realm
of contextualization cues (Gumperz 1982) for gaining mutual understanding in
digital interactions.

Although the contextualizing function of spelling variation has been men-
tioned in CMC research for a long time, it is nevertheless remarkable how clas-
sifications of spelling variants in digital writing have been rather superficial so
far. Regardless of whether studies focused on letter omissions (e. g. <ich komm>
instead of <ich komme>), letter substitutions (e. g. <Nain> instead of <Nein>),
or letter reduplications (e. g. <schööööön> instead of <schön>), spelling vari-
ants were primarily conceptualized in terms of one characteristic: being deviant
from spellings in non-interactional standard writing (cf. Danet 2001; Thurlow
and Brown 2003; Crystal 2008). While only a few studies explicitly refer to these
phenomena as ‘wrong spellings’, all these different types of spelling variation
are nevertheless commonly addressed and therefore homogenized as ‘informal
nonstandard spellings’—always implying the ‘formal standard’ of codified orthog-
raphy as the relevant point of comparison. As an explanatory factor of variation
in digital writing, these traditional approaches highlight an alleged orientation

2 Of course, this hierarchy of modes is in flux and, above all, also tied to genres of digital inter-
action. Especially with the rising popularity of voice messaging, one might even speak of a new
orality that becomes the primary mode of text-messaging in some communities of practice (cf.
König and Hector 2019).
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towards speech by interpreting nonstandard spelling variants as an emulation of
spoken, mostly prosodic, features.3

Even if such a conceptualization states a continuum in which spellings are
located as “rather” or “less” nonstandard and/or speech-like, it is worth men-
tioning that classifications of this kind operate within a bipolar scale, therefore
reducing spelling variation to a simple slider between standard and deviating
nonstandard. Such a binary perspective not only hides the stylistic agency of in-
terlocutors by implicitly claiming a deterministic connection between text-based
CMC and certain micro-linguistic features but also fails to meet the enormous
differentiation of communicative practices and social identities that can be cued
by spelling variation. Therefore, I suggest, these theoretical shortcomings of a
standard-nonstandard dichotomy are to be countered with a more complex view
on situated and pluralized writing norms and the formation of these writing
norms on the basis of socially shared language ideologies. This approach is not
intended to deny standard orthography as an important reference point for digital
writing practices but underpins how standard norms are supplemented by local
norms to a certain extent (cf. Androutsopoulos 2016). Approaching spelling vari-
ation in everyday digital communication needs to take account of these processes
of de-binarization.

To this end, my considerations follow the relatively recent tradition of soci-
olinguistics ofwriting (Jaffe 2000; Sebba 2007; Lillis 2013) by analytically focusing
on spelling in socio-interactional context. I further alignmyself with such studies
that have already taken ametapragmatic, ideology focused approach to phenom-
ena of written language (cf. Debenport and Webster 2019 for an overview). Thus,
various scholars have repeatedly pointed out how variational practices of spelling
andwriting systems take on social values calibrated by themetapragmatic aware-
ness, language ideologies, and socio-cultural ordering of given communities—for
example, with a focus on spelling (cf. Androutsopoulos 2000; Jaffe et al. 2012;
Screti 2018; Cutler 2020), typography (cf. Spitzmüller 2013; Järlehed 2015), hetero-
graphic and bi-scriptural practices (cf. Angermeyer 2005; Neely and Palmer 2009;
Spitzmüller 2007), and orthographic standardization (cf. Johnson 2005; Romaine
2005; Donaldson 2017). In these studies, the research interest concerns not only
howwriting is and becomes themeans of socio-communicative practices, but also

3 In Romance Studies and also inGermanStudies, this speech-oriented conceptualization of dig-
ital writing has had a particular career, since it was primarily themodel of Koch andOesterreicher
(1985) that was used for theorizing spelling variants as ‘conceptually oral’. As a result, many of
those spellings that did not match the orthographic standard were often analyzed as ‘oral imi-
tations’ ex negativo (for a critical review of this tendency see Dürscheid 2003; Androutsopoulos
2007; Albert 2013).
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the other way around, how literacy practices are a driving force in the evolution of
writing systems. In this regard, Sebba (2009: 37) states that “a practice account of
writing systems is necessary in order to be able to understandhowwriting systems
develop and function within their social context”.

To theoretically address the relation between spelling and context, I will first
outline the sociolinguistic concepts of linguistic registers and social indexical-
ity in Section 2. This is followed by a discussion on the structural classification
of spelling variants in Section 3. In Section 4, these two perspectives on socio-
communicative functions and structural conditions are then brought together
in order to outline a research framework for register analysis of digital written
interactions. In the following, this framework will be applied in the form of case
studies dealing with the digital texting of German adolescents. In Section 5, the
underlying data set is presented first, before Section 6 provides a quantitative
overview of the occurrence and distribution of spelling variation in the partici-
pants’ everyday digital writing. The core of the empirical discussion is then built
on qualitative sequential analyses in Section 7, which reconstruct the role of
codified standard orthography in digital interactions in particular. In addition,
following the research framework, Section 8 takes a further look at the reflexive
awareness of participants in order to clarify the language ideological foundation
of certain variation practices. Finally, Section 9 summarizes central insights and
discusses the extent to which a register approach helps to overcome the simplify-
ing binarization of digital writing practice.

2 Linguistic registers and social indexicality

Following the assumption that it is less the differentiation of digital media per
se than the differentiation of communicative practices enabled by digital media,
a de-binarized approach to spelling variation requires a theoretical foundation
that focuses primarily on the communicative activities of social communities. I,
therefore, propose to apply the sociolinguistic concept of register to phenomena
of spelling variation. Register theory describes the interrelation between linguis-
tic variation and contexts of situation (Halliday 1978). While registers have tradi-
tionally been conceived of as linguistic varieties whose structures unidirection-
ally reflect the functional requirements of the situational context (cf. Biber 1994;
Biber and Conrad 2009), more interactionally oriented sociolinguistics has re-
cently turned its attention to the understanding of the term as coined by linguistic
anthropologists Michael Silverstein (2003) and Asif Agha (2007). In contrast to its
functional tradition, this conception of register highlights the stylistic agency of
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speakers who utilize bundles of co-occurrent linguistic forms in order to indicate
typified social context and signal that a particular social practice is being per-
formed. Agha (1999) puts it as follows:

A register is a linguistic repertoire that is associated, culture internally,with particular social
practices and with persons who engage in such practices. The use of a register conveys to a
member of the culture that some typifiable social practice is linked indexically to the current
occasion of language use, as part of its context. (Agha 1999: 216)

Accordingly, the approach avoids functional determinism and focuses on the lin-
guistic ideological beliefs and metapragmatic awareness that relate certain lin-
guistic forms to contextual factors from the perspective of speakers. Linguistic
forms are investigated for their charging with social indexicality, i. e. how forms
become enregistered within a community as pointing to certain properties of so-
cial context (Agha 2007; Jaffe 2016). A linguistic form (for example a certain lexical
choice) functions as a social indexical when its use indicates a particular socio-
contextual quality (for example a communicative stance such as ‘being polite’, or
a particular social identity such as ‘being an academic’). Accordingly, a linguistic
register is constituted by a co-occurrent set of linguistic forms that are indexically
congruent, i. e. pointing to the same property of social context (cf. Agha 2007: 24).
For example, the social identity of an ‘academic’ is not only indicated by a certain
choice of lexical items but also by a certain choice of syntactic structures—lin-
guistic features that we accordingly can refer to as components of an ‘academic
register’. The use of each of these structures may be functionally motivated, but
it is also socially enregistered in the metapragmatic awareness of a given popu-
lation. These enregistered features unfold social indexicality by pointing to the
social type of an ‘academic’ and to certain academic practices as for example ‘giv-
ing an academic talk’.

A central characteristic of registers is that they are considered contextually
appropriate for a certain type of social situation—depending on their indexical
enregisterment. Froma semiotic perspective, such appropriateness in context can
be conceptualized as indexical congruence with preceding contextual signs. For
example, a certain educational setting makes the uses of ‘academic’ forms pre-
dictable as indexically congruent. Viewed the other way around, these appropri-
ate forms presuppose properties of social context as already established. In these
cases, we observe an “indexical presupposition” (Silverstein 2003: 195). However,
the indexical direction in time can also be reversed, in that indexicals point to an
emerging property of social context, i. e. establishing new context by an “index-
ical entailment” (Silverstein 2003: 195). A proper example is the socially mean-
ingful T/V distinction (Tú/Vos) of the second-person personal pronouns in many
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European languages—such as the German distinction between du and Sie (Brown
and Gilman 1960). While in most cases the addressing T-form du indexically pre-
supposes an informal situation and close social proximity (when, for example, a
person of the same age is addressed in a non-professional setting),we can also ob-
serve indexically entailing uses in which the T-form does not comply with norms
of appropriateness but alters social context (when, for example, the T-form is in-
troduced in a professional setting or a hierarchically superior person is provoca-
tively addressed with the T-form). Evidently, while the register phenomenon in
interaction can be considered primarily as a functioning of presupposing indexi-
cals, enregistered (bundles of) forms are also always a resource for indexical en-
tailments. This distinction of “appropriateness-to” and “effectiveness-in” context
lies at the heart of social indexicality (Silverstein 2003: 195) and thus also provides
a framework of analysis that helps to investigate the empirical usage of registers
and single enregistered forms in interactions.

In any case, a precondition of such analyses is the exploration of language
ideologies of the community under study: To ensure that the interlocutors can
mutually interpret social indexicals in approximately the same way, they are de-
pendent on shared metapragmatic rationalizations, i. e. shared ideas about the
appropriateness-to and effectiveness-in-context of perceived register forms. Thus,
if we want to knowwhich registers in a population’s communicative everyday life
are distinguished from each other and perceived as socially meaningful, then we
must ethnographically investigate and reconstruct those ideologies, that connect
linguistic forms to social values. Besides the structural and interactional analyses
of register forms and register usage, the analysis of reflexive awareness of registers
must be added as a dimension of sociolinguistic investigation (cf. Silverstein 1985;
Androutsopoulos and Busch 2020).

It is also the dimension of reflexive awareness that brings us back to the dis-
cussion about the sociolinguistic theorization of digital written communication
and the critique of reductionist bi-polar classifications. The perspective on regis-
ters as a socio-indexical bundle of forms outlined above seems particularly suit-
able for modeling the differentiation of communicative practices and the plural-
ization of writing norms in digital communication. The approach emancipates it-
self from a simplistic technical determinism (thus rejecting ideas of a homoge-
neous “Netspeak” [Crystal 2001]) and traces the everyday social activities carried
out through the use ofwriting. This goes hand in handwith a rethinking of the sta-
tus of the orthographic standard, which is no longer considered the default of any
literacy practice per se, but rather a norm among norms—albeit an extremely rel-
evant one—that is part of the societal mosaic of registers of writing. Thus, digital
registers of writing do not necessarily form a counterpoint to traditional standard
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orthography, but rather arise by the reflexive awareness of very different commu-
nicative practices in different communities. A perceived contrast to the standard
language register can sometimes be a relevant part of these metapragmatic per-
ceptions, but not exclusively. Thus, a register approach to digital writing helps to
understand how registers are utilized as a communicative resource by the actors
(for presupposing and entailing social context), instead of merely stating what
these registers are not (i. e. non-interactional standard writing).

3 Classification of digital spelling variation

In order to trace these indexical processes analytically, we should first attempt a
classification of the semiotic-material basis in the form of structural variants, i. e.
spelling variants, in the everyday digital writing of a community under investi-
gation. The range of possible spelling variants is defined by the writing system
that is used. If we look at alphabetical writing, the segmental structure of word
spellings results in three basic principles of spelling variation: graphemic substi-
tution, graphemic expansion, and graphemic reduction. All these three principles
can be considered productive writing strategies of digital communication in view
of the relevant linguistic CMC literature that reports spellings such as <leude> in-
stead of <Leute> (graphemic substitution), <cooool> instead of <cool> (graphemic
expansion), and <cu> instead of <see you> (graphemic reduction) (cf. Danet 2001;
Tophinke 2002; Thurlow and Brown 2003; Shortis 2007; McSweeney 2018).

Furthermore, the spelling variants of each category are distinguished fun-
damentally by the fact whether they appear phonically motivated or not. There-
fore, on a second axis we can differentiate between phonostylistic spellings and
graphostylistic spellings (cf. Androutsopoulos and Busch 2020: 17; see Table 1).
Graphostylistic variation is characterized by the fact that variants of its paradigm
are homophone, making use of one-to-many phoneme-to-grapheme correspon-
dences. Examples include graphemic substitutions such as <boyz> instead of
<boys>, rebuses such as <u> instead of <you>, but also the allographic use of
special characters such as <@rbeiten> instead of <arbeiten> (cf. Androutsopou-
los 2000: 521–522). The perceptible difference between these variants, which is
the structural prerequisite of social indexicality, is thus purely graphic-visual
here. It is noteworthy that orthographically licensed variation usually falls within
the realm of graphostylistic spellings—for example variation of <ph> and <f> in
German orthography such as in <graphisch> and <grafisch>, or the variation of
suffix <ise> and <ize> between British and American English (cf. Sebba 2009:
38).
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Table 1: Classification of digital spelling variation.

graphostylistic spellings phonostylistic spellings

substitution homophone substitution
(e. g. <boys>/<boyz>)

heterophone substitution
(e. g. <Hamburg>/<Hamburch>)

expansion inarticulable repetitions
(e. g. <okay>/<okkkkkkkkay>)

articulable repetitions
(e. g. <okay>/<ooooooooookay>

reduction inarticulable omissions/abbreviations
(e. g. <vielleicht>/<vllt>)

articulable omissions/abbreviations
(e. g. <komme>/<komm>)

In contrast, phonostylistic spellings represent certain phonetic distinctions,
which in turn unfold socio-indexical potentials. Phonostylistic variants can be
further subdivided according to whether they represent a supra-regional char-
acteristic of colloquial spoken language (for example certain elisions such as
<komm> instead of <komme> or contractions such as <machs> instead of <mach
es>) or whether they transcribe a certain regiolectal or otherwise socially signifi-
cant feature of pronunciation (for example North German spirantizations such as
<Hamburch> instead of <Hamburg> or coronalizations such as <isch> instead of
<ich>). Certainly, we could arguewhether such cases fall into the realm of spelling
variation at all or whether they are instances of phonetic-phonological variation,
which are represented graphically only on a subsequent secondary level. How-
ever, from a theoretical perspective that emphasizes the autonomy of writing (cf.
Neef and Primus 2001), it should be pointed out that a linguistic item such as
<Hamburch> is a written and not a spoken form and that the relevant variation,
therefore, does not concern the sounds [k] and [ç] but the letters <g> and <ch>.

Another important aspect is that the classification shown in Table 1 does not
operate based on decontextualized forms (unlike the brief examples might sug-
gest at first) but on the basis of forms in use, i. e. communicative practice: The
notion of grapho- and phonostylistic spelling implies that writers intentionally
use forms to indicate a certain appropriateness-to or effectiveness-in-context by
the stylistic value of the form. In other words: these spellings unfold social index-
icality from the writer’s perspective.

However, this leaves out an important category of spellings, to which the
writer’s intention is at least doubtful: typos (e. g. transpositions such as <udn> in-
stead of <und>) and misspellings (e. g. substitutions such as <Hamburk> instead
of <Hamburg>) that could also be formally understood as graphemic substitu-
tions but do not serve any communicative intent (cf. McSweeney 2018: 28). While
stylistic spellings can be considered “functional, principled and meaningful”
(Tagg et al. 2012: 369), typos and misspellings are defined ex negativo—these
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forms unfold social indexicality only from the readers’ perspective and are inter-
preted (rightly or wrongly) as unintentional.

What can be understood intuitively as a relatively clear categorization en-
counters an enormous problem in analytical practice: the operationalization of
intentionality. As a cognitive factor, intention is not accessible by the analysis
of semiotic material actions. Instead, it is necessary to clarify the communica-
tive assumption of intentionality as a metapragmatic action (cf. Jaffe 2000: 49;
Spitzmüller 2013: 202). Those forms are analytically classified as ‘intentional’ that
are treated as ‘intentional’ by the local co-participants in the course of interaction.
Thus, to analyze assumptions of intentionality, a focus on cooccurring indexicals
(especially other spellings) is required. If these are in a congruent relationship
of indexical presupposition, then the form in question seems to be perceived as
a stylistic spelling. For example, a graphemic substitution such as <Hamburch>
instead of <Hamburg> can be assumed to be stylistically intended when other
cooccurring forms display a socially indexical congruence, for example by also
pointing to a social value of ‘North Germanness’ or connotatively related socio-
cultural concepts. A spelling such as <Hamburk>, in contrast, cannot unfold such
social-cultural indexicality, but probably only indicates the class of misspellings
in which the final obstruent devoicing is represented graphically (contrary to the
morphemic principle of German orthography, which demands the graphemic rep-
resentation of the voiced obstruent in the form of <Hamburg>). However, this does
not exclude the possibility of a writer intentionally wanting to display this type of
misspelling, for example, for reasons of ironic stylization. Hence, digital spelling
analysis must always take into account the interactional and semiotic context of
forms under investigation.

4 Framework for register analysis of digital
written interactions

Following on from this, register analysis focusing on digital writing can be out-
lined as a tripartite framework focusing on the interrelation of I) spelling variants,
II) communicative practice, and III) reflexive awareness (cf. Androutsopoulos and
Busch 2021). Therefore, it is a reasonable first step to measure the occurrence and
distribution of spelling variants in a suitable sample of the social population
under investigation. Counting relative frequencies of writing variants in a sample
offers a first quantitative overview of which variants are relevant for certain lit-
eracy domains within a given community. The analysis can be based on the pre-
defined structural categories of spelling variation as seen in Table 1, but may also
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include finer categories (for example, the category of phonostylistic reductions
might be further distinguished according to whether elisions or contractions are
represented, etc.). Furthermore, it is useful to make comparisons, i. e. to specify
frequencies of spelling variants in relation to another text sample (cf. Biber and
Conrad 2009: 36). For example, it could be examined whether graphemic sub-
stitutions are more frequently observed in non-institutional text messaging or in
institutional e-mail communication of a given population, etc.

After identifying the distributional characteristics of spellings within a sam-
ple, a qualitative analysis of forms in context, i. e. communicative practice, can
draw a more detailed picture. On the one hand, it might be interesting to look
at the use of very rare exceptional spellings in detail, on the other hand, those
spellings that are used very often are of particular interest. The analysis can show
what functional conditionsmay favor these frequent spellings andwhat social in-
dexicalities canbe traced in the data. Thereby analytically attentionhas to be paid
to what extent spelling variants become evident as presupposing indexicals that
belong to a register norm. Especially those spellings that appear particularly fre-
quently and regularly in certain contexts are candidates to represent the commu-
nicative default, i. e. theunmarked stylistic choice. This can thenbe verifiedby an-
alyzing the form in context. Here, themethod of sequential analysis is particularly
suitable, as it is known from conversation analysis (Schegloff 2007), interactional
linguistics (Couper-Kuhlen and Selting 2018), and interactional sociolinguistics
(Gumperz 1982), and has also been successfully applied to written interactions in
digital media (cf. Beißwenger 2007; Giles et al. 2015; Imo 2015; Pappert 2017). By
examining the sequential progression of awrittenmessage thread and the interac-
tional elaboration of topic, stance, and displayed context in general, the indexical
portion of a spelling variant can be analytically assessed. By sequential analyses,
it is also possible to reconstruct whether a spelling practice rather unfolds entail-
ing indexicality. The goal of qualitative analysis is thus clearly defined: On the one
hand, we are looking for local registers of writing manifested by socially congru-
ent spelling variants that are considered appropriate for a certain communicative
practice within a given community. On the other hand, we reconstruct how in-
terlocutors shape and alter interactional contexts through socially enregistered
forms.

The analysis of communicative practice is thus dedicated to socially enreg-
istered spellings in action and shows which local indexicality governs the com-
municative context of a written utterance. In order to underpin the analysis of
these local and emergent indexicalities, however, it is worth taking a complemen-
tary look at the typified, translocal enregisterments of the forms under investi-
gation, as manifested in articulated reflexive awareness. Through the analysis
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of metapragmatic utterances—as it is known from research on language ideolo-
gies (cf. Silverstein 1979; Irvine and Gal 2000)—it is possible to trace the nuances
of indexical meaning that a particular spelling variant might potentially unfold
within and for a social population (cf. Eckert 2008). Suchmetapragmatic data can
be collected from everyday interactions, public media discourses, or can also be
elicited through interviews or other ethnographicmethods. In any case, such data
help to understand the socio-cultural charges of certain forms and the underlying
perceptions, conceptualizations, and rationalizations of linguistic and social dif-
ference from the perspective of language users. The focus on reflexive awareness
thus provides important background for the interpretation of sequential analy-
ses.

In the following, I will illustrate how spelling variants, communicative prac-
tice, and reflexive awareness constitute three axes of exploration that enable the
holistic description of registers of digital writing. Case studies from the everyday
literacy of North German adolescents will be discussed to demonstrate the inter-
play of these three phenomenological and methodological levels.

5 Data
The following investigations are based on data collected as part of a doctoral
project on digital registers of writing in Northern Germany (cf. Busch 2021a). 23
participants between the age of 13 and 18 provided text portfolios, each consisting
of at least two text-messaging logfiles (exported directly from theWhatsApp appli-
cation) as well as at least three school essays for comparison. The data collection
resulted in a WhatsApp subset of 18,802 messages with 151,970 word tokens4

and a school essay subset of 77 texts with a total of 22,920 word tokens. Both
subsets are monolingual German data (with minor exceptions). While the school
sample consists mainly of essays from German literature classes (i. e. formal ed-
ucational writing), the WhatsApp threads represent informal communication
between friends. Accordingly, typical communicative practices of the WhatsApp
sample are arranging appointments, doing small talk, gossiping, and joking in
the context of the participants’ everyday social life, which revolves around the
school. In addition, 16 of the participants were also willing to participate in seven
group interviews in which they were confronted with authentic stimuli from the

4 The count only refers to the contributions of the 23 participants and not to the respective chat
partners. Including the complementary contributions results in an extended WhatsApp sample
of 301,987 word tokens in total.
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WhatsApp subset in order to elicit metapragmatic discourse. The focus here was
on the general language ideological assumptions and rationalizations of the par-
ticipants but also on the social enregisterments of specific spelling variants from
the participants’ point of view.

Based on this data, the three levels of the register analysis are demonstrated
below. Section 6 first gives an insight into the distribution of spelling variants, fol-
lowed by exemplary sequential analyses of phono- and graphostylistic spellings
in Section 7, which are then linked back to the reflexive awareness of the partici-
pants in Section 8.

6 Distribution of spelling variants in adolescents’
digital writing

Table 2 shows selected variable categories that have been manually annotated in
both the school essay subset and theWhatsApp subset. Each of these annotations
marks a selective process in which a writer has decided to encode a word into a
certain graphic form, within the scope of the possibilities afforded by the German
writing system. Furthermore, each annotation was done with respect to the inter-
actional context—i. e., each annotated spelling was evaluated in terms of whether
it was interpreted as intentional by the participants.

This annotation process naturally faces tension between theoretical claim
and methodological application: On the one hand, the analysis aims at theoret-
ically acknowledging spelling variants beyond reductive binarity. On the other
hand, precisely those forms that do not comply with the orthographic standard
are annotated. Here it is practically impossible to avoid the standard as a point
of comparison. It is therefore all the more important to stress that this methodic
focus on ‘norm deviation’ is only a heuristic tool (cf. Spiller 2004: 211). How-
ever, the results in Table 2 show that the codified norm of orthography may
well represent an approximation of metapragmatic norms that a population
maintains for a particular communicative area: School essay spellings largely
conform to the codified norm, resulting in frequencies around zero—while the
categories of variation examined are more frequently annotated in the WhatsApp
subset.

Particular spellings turn out to be typical for informal writing on WhatsApp.
This can be seenmost clearly in the category of phonostylistic elisions. While 10.7
phono-stylistic elisions per 1,000word tokens occur in theWhatsApp subset, sim-
ilar spellings in the school subset have a frequency of only 1.4 per 1,000 word to-
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Table 2: Distribution of spelling variants in the school and WhatsApp sample. (Normalized re-
sults, divided by the total number of word tokens per subset, multiplied by 1,000 and rounded.
Absolute numbers in brackets.)

examples school essays WhatsApp chat logs

phonostylistic elision <ich komm>, <is> 1.4 (33) 10.7 (1,629)
phonostylistic contraction <gehts>, <isso> 0.2 (4) 1.4 (223)
phonostylistic substitution <Dankö>, <wat> 0 (0) 0.6 (87)
graphostylistic substitution <NAIN>, <@rbeiten> 0 (0) 0.8 (113)
letter reduplication <soooo>, <ohhhhhh> 0 (0) 4.6 (692)
capitalization <FERTIGKUCHEN> 0.8 (18) 1.1 (164)
lowercase nouns and proper
names

<radio>, <anne> 7.4 (169) 22.4 (3,410)

kens. Especially common in this category are e-elisions of verb forms of the first
person singular.5 For example, the reduced verb form <hab> as opposed to the or-
thographically licensed full form <habe> is marginally used in the school essays
but is the most common variant in the WhatsApp subset. We find that 19 of the 23
participants use the reduced form with a relatively higher frequency than the full
form. Obviously, phonographic reductions of the schwa representation <e> fit in
with the normative expectations in the digital writing of these individuals. Thus,
realizations of reduced spellings such as <hab> are not deviations here. They tie
in with the informal context of digital interactions as indexically presuppositions
and prove to be the default variants in WhatsApp texting. In contrast, the few in-
stances of e-elisions in school essays have an opposite indexical status. The forms
do not relate to a given context but create a new contextual quality by being used
primarily in direct speech of narrated characters. Phonostylistic elisions are thus
used in school writing as a means of stylizing orality and spontaneity, i. e. consti-
tuting indexical entailments, but do not belong to the register default of educa-
tional school writing.

Similar dynamics can be observed also for other dimensions of spelling vari-
ation. For example, the WhatsApp subset contains relatively frequent lowercase
nouns and proper names (22.4 per 1,000 word tokens), which cannot be ade-
quately classified as non-orthographic misspellings, since the participants cer-
tainly display relevant orthographic rule awareness in their school texts. Instead,
the continuous lowercase letters must also be understood as presupposing in-

5 Acentral result of linguistic CMC research onGerman chats and texting is thus reproducedhere
(cf. Runkehl et al. 1998: 102; Schnitzer 2012: 98).
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dexicals that are interpreted as appropriate in the context of informal writing via
digital media (and linguistic ideologically rationalized as, for example, a result
of fast writing—to preface the dimension of reflexive awareness here). Conse-
quently, in the population under investigation, constant lower case belongs to
the unmarked default of the digital register of informal writing.

Such examples suggest the extent to which frequencies and social indexi-
cality interrelate. High numbers indicate those categories of structural variation
in which certain spellings are realized recurrently. These spellings, in turn, are
potential candidates that may have been established as contextually appropri-
ate forms in digital interactions of the population under study. They form a lin-
guistic ideologically normalized default, i. e. belong to a contextually appropriate
register. In contrast, we see other spelling variants that are less frequently used.
Phonostylistic substitution, for example, umlaut spellings such as <Dankö> (in-
stead of <Danke> ‘thanks’), and also graphostylistic substitutions, for example,
rebuses such as <@rbeiten> (instead of <arbeiten> ‘to work’), are documented in
theWhatsApp subset but aremarginal in terms of frequency (see Table 2). It seems
that it is precisely these isolatedmoments of spelling variation that allowus to un-
derstand the contextualizing effects of graphemic selection andhow it indexically
alters communicative stances and social identities in interaction. In order to not
only detect these socio-indexical effects within the dataset but to describe and ex-
plain them in detail, a qualitative analysis of the sequential environment is the
next step to do.

7 Spelling variation as communicative practice in
WhatsApp interactions

The following case studies will focus on indexical entailments of digital spellings
in interaction. In particular, the selection of examples is intended to demonstrate
the versatile, relative status of standard orthography in digital writing practices.
On the one hand, I will discuss phonostylistic substitutions in Section 7.1, on the
other hand, I will discuss graphostylistic substitutions in Section 7.2. Both cate-
gories of variation are exceptional in terms of frequency in the subset (with less
than 1 instance per 1,000word tokens), but for this very reason, they are powerful
interactional resources, whose communicative effects and metapragmatic appro-
priation we can examine particularly well.
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7.1 Phonostylistic substitution in interaction

A suitable example to illustrate the interactional practice of phonostylistic sub-
stitution is found in an appointment sequence between 15-year-old participant
Tobias and his buddy Timm.

Example 1: Organizing hangouts (chat log TOB-W1, translation in italics).

01 13:56: Timm: Wollen wir heute was .achen,
Want to hang out today,

02 13:56: Timm: ?
?

03 14:06: Tobias: Ich weiß nicht ob ich kann:/
Don’t know if I have time:/

04 14:06: Tobias: Wenn ich kann dann erst später gegen 5
If I have time then later around 5

05 14:06: Timm: Ich ruf dich auf jeden Fall noch an oder schreib dir boy
In any case I will call or text you boy

06 14:12: Tobias: Jaoke
All right

07 14:12: Tobias: Ich kann aber auch eh erst dann so
It also suits me only later anyway

08 14:13: Timm: Ja gut
All right

09 17:23: Tobias: Dennsach bescheid minjunv
Then let me know my boy

10 17:35: Timm: Man ich kann nicht
Damn I have no time

11 17:35: Timm: Sorry dude
Sorry dude

For our discussion especially message 09 is striking. Here, Tobias uses sev-
eral spelling variants that are socially enregistered as ‘North German’: the tempo-
ral adverb <denn> (instead of standard German dann), the spirant ending of the
verbal imperative <sach> (instead of standard German plosive sag), and the for-
mulaic noun phrase <min Jung>, that incorporates monophthongization of mein
and an e-elision of Junge (albeit with a typo where the adjacent keys of <g> and
<v> were confused). The message shows how Tobias combines indexically con-
gruent variants of ‘North Germanness’ to achieve a communicative effect in con-
text. These indexically entailing variation phenomena are especially remarkable
because Tobias’ previous messages on the contrary contain presupposing index-
ical phonostylistic forms (e. g., the e-elisions of 1st person singular verbs <ruf>
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and <schreib> in message 05), but no regionally enregistered forms. In Tobias’
message 07, there is even a realization of the temporal adverb <dann>, which con-
trasts directly with <denn> in message 09. This makes it very clear: The spelling
variants in message 09 are indexically distinct and must therefore be considered
with respect to their contextualizing function within the broader interactional se-
quence.

In message 04, Tobias states that he would have time for a meeting at about
5 p.m., followed by message 05 in which Timm announces that he would contact
Tobias again for a final appointment. After the targeted time has already been
exceeded by 23 minutes without Timm having texted, Tobias sends the phonos-
tylistically striking message 09. The follow-up request has face threatening po-
tential by addressing the broken agreement and imperatively referring to Timm’s
future actions (let me know). Therefore, the fact that this imperative utterance is
realized with a ‘North German’ voice seems to be due to politeness strategy and
social relationship management. In line with current research on language atti-
tudes, it can be observed here how the “covert prestige” of North German non-
standard forms is used for social positioning (cf. Schröder 2015: 49). By following
Blom and Gumperz (1972), message 09 can be classified as metaphorical code-
switching in order to contextualize Tobias’ message as friendly or, more appropri-
ately, ‘buddylike’—mitigating the face-threatening potential. The context indexi-
cally entailed here is therefore that of a straightforward but warm North German
friendliness.6

In any case, it is evident that Tobias’ texting is not realized as a continu-
ous regiolectal or dialectal writing (as we know it from Swiss-German WhatsApp
communication, for example, cf. Siebenhaar 2020), but rather includes selective
indexical entailments using a limited pool of socially enregistered regiolectal
spelling variants. The case study thus shows an important issue: Of course, the
‘buddy-like’ spelling style derives its social indexicality from its perceived dif-
ference to other forms—but this difference concerns less the codified standard
of orthography, but rather the local default of presupposing indexicals, i. e. the
informal register of digital writing.

6 Remarkably, this indexing of friendliness runs through Tobias’ and Timm’s WhatsApp thread
and is not only achieved by spelling variants of ‘North Germanness’, but also by (American) En-
glish forms such as boy, dude, bro and bra, whose function for maintaining heterosexual male
friendships has already been described sociolinguistically (cf. Kiesling 2004). Two of these forms
can also be found in the examined sequence: Tobias is addressed as boy in message 05, and as
dude inmessage 11 in the course of the apologetic rejection. TheNorth German addressing phrase
min Jung (my boy) fits into these propositions of masculinity.
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7.2 Graphostylistic substitution in interaction

The fluid social value of the orthographic standard is also evident in the commu-
nicative practices of graphostylistic variation. In the following, I will present the
case study of 17-year-old Frank, which is then contoured in Section 8 by the reflex-
ive awareness of the same participant. While the phonostylistic substitutions in
Section 7.1 operated more in relation to an informal, local norm beyond the stan-
dard, the following example fromaWhatsApp thread of Frankwith his friendMar-
tin illustrates how the orthographic standard and its linguistic ideological hege-
monicposition canalsobe an important referencepoint indigitalwriting. For this,
Example 2 is particularly illuminating, because it is explicitly metalinguistic.

Example 2: Being ungrammatical (chat log FRA-W2, translation in italics).

01 14:03: Frank: Tag. Singular Plural alles nebensächlich...
Hello. Singular plural everything’s irrelevant

02 14:03: Martin: Aufjedenfall
Absolutely

03 14:04: Frank: Jo wer brauchen schon Grammatisch?
Yo who need grammatical?

04 14:04: Martin: Kein Ahnung grammatik du
No idea grammar do you

05 14:05: Frank Jop. Hap vidio sehen.
Yop. I’ve seen video.

The inducement for the short sequence cannot be reconstructed from the pre-
cedingWhatsApp thread andmust lie in an external experience of Frank andMar-
tin. The brief interactional context is nevertheless sufficient to draw our attention
especially to message 05, which contains two interesting instances of graphemic
substitution: First, we observe the form <hap>, which, as the first-person singu-
lar of haben (standard variant: <habe>), not only incorporates a phonostilistic
e-elision but also violates themorphemic principle of German orthography by us-
ing <p> instead of <b>. Although voiced plosives are fortified at the end ofwords in
German pronunciation and thus the pronunciation [ˈhap] complies with the spo-
ken standard, German standard orthography demands morphological constancy
and thus the letter <b> at theword ending. The second remarkable spelling <vidio>
can also be traced back to a spoken-language phenomenon, namely the spoken
/e/-raising from [ˈviːdeo] to [ˈviːdio], which is not to be represented in standard
orthography. <Video> is the only orthographically licensed spelling variant.
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Although both spellings, as overrepresentations of pronunciation, initially
appear like typical misspellings, they have been analyzed as graphostylistic
forms—or more precisely: as stylizations of misspellings. The forms fit into an
interactional context, in that grammatical ‘correctness’ is not only expressed
meta-linguistically on a propositional level but is also staged through a series
of other features, especially the simplification of syntax and suffixes, by both
Frank and Martin. In message 03, for example, Frank realizes an infinitive con-
struction reminiscent of foreigner talk,7 and Martin omits the preposition of the
prepositional phrase <[von] grammatik> in message 04, apparently also with the
intention of stylizing deficient German. Accordingly, in message 05, we see how
the distinction between misspelling and graphostylistic spelling is not a formal
one but is based on metapragmatic attributions that result from the reflexivity of
the contextual surroundings for both participants and analysts. Here, these styl-
izations of stereotypical misspellings indicate a double voicing (cf. Bakhtin 1986;
Hill 1993), which indexically entails the abstract social persona of an ‘incompe-
tent writer’ to whom Frank takes a distancing and—most importantly—socially
superior stance. Here, the social status of standard orthography is thus made
clear precisely by its stylized absence.

The fact that Frank, in particular, tends to stigmatize misspellings and at the
same time is committed to a rather conservative prestige of orthography is also
shown by a second graphostylistic phenomenon that cuts across his WhatsApp
threads: Frank is the only participant who spells <daß> instead of <dass>, as for
example in message 03 of the following sequence.

Example 3: <ß> in interaction (chat log FRA-W2, translation in italics).

01 15:40: Martin: Willst du heute abend mit mir arne einem tom und einem jannis
minecraft zocken?
Do you want to play minecraft with me arne tom and jannis tonight?

02 16:43: Martin: Achso ja kannst ja nicht
Oh well you don’t have time

03 20:13: Frank Danke, daß du fragst. Aber nicht so gern. Grüß von mir:)
Thank you for asking. But not so much. Greetings from me:)

7 Theverb form<brauchen>maypossibly alsobeanalyzedas a contractionof 3rdperson singular
brauch(t) + modal particle denn. Then the form would fit more into the stylization of an overgen-
eralized phonographic principle of spelling. I thank the anonymous reviewer for this suggestion.
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Frank’s graphemic choice seems remarkable anachronistic since in the course
of the German spelling reform in 1996, the spelling of the subjunction <daß> was
replaced by <dass> as the only licensed standard variant—eight years before
Frank’s written language acquisition began in elementary school. Nevertheless,
in Frank’s chat logs, <dass> is found 6 times, while <daß> can be observed 9
times.

It seems less plausible to analyze these spellings as stylized orthographic in-
competence as in the example above or even as non-intentional misspellings.
Rather, the form must be explored against the backdrop of the social enregister-
ment of the letter <ß> in general and the variant <daß> in particular in the course
of the public metalinguistic discourse surrounding the German spelling reform
(cf. Johnson 2005). Spitzmüller (2012: 262) traces how the letter <ß> became a so-
cial emblem for the reform’s critics: The letter underwent a language ideological
iconization and thus served its writers as a social index of their (linguistically)
conservative attitude. The subjunction <daß> had particular relevance in this pro-
cess since it was most often referred to as an example of pre-reform spellings in
public meta-discourse (cf. Stenschke 2005: 177).

Given its discursive special position, it is not surprising that the variant <daß>
is the only feature of pre-reform German spelling in Frank’s texting. Other words,
which were spelled with <ß> according to the old German orthography (for exam-
ple <Schluß> or <bißchen>), are consistently spelled with <ss> by Frank—some-
times in close contextual proximity of a <daß> spelling. Unlike the socially salient
<daß>, these spellings donot unfold the indexicality thatwouldmake themuseful
as a means of social positioning.

But what kind of social position is displayed here? Certainly, Frank’s <daß>
variants are no political statement against the German spelling reform of 1996.
However, the choice of the variant does indicate Frank’s linguistically conser-
vative orientation, which is also indexed elsewhere—for example at the level of
punctuation (Frank is one of the few users of periods and commas in the Whats-
App subset, cf. Androutsopoulos and Busch 2021; Busch 2021b) and at the level
of pictograms (Frank tends to use old emoticons <:)> rather than the new emojis
< >). In this respect, the graphostylistic spelling <daß> is only one feature in a
bundle of indexically congruent forms with which Frank indicates his linguistic
conservatism. What seems remarkable about Frank’s spelling <daß> is that it il-
lustrates how graphemic substitutions do not per se indicate a subversive stance
toward orthographic regulation. In fact, Frank’s <daß> seems to be more of a so-
cial index of an elitist ‘super-orthographic’ stance from which Example 2 is also
explained.
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8 Frank’s reflexive awareness of spelling variation
The metapragmatic analysis of Section 7.2 becomes particularly plausible by in-
cluding interview data with Frank. In comparison to other interview participants
of the same study, who reflect on addressees as clearly the most important con-
textual dimension of choosing appropriate spellings (i. e. indexical presupposi-
tions), Frank explicitly rejects any orientation to addressees at all. When I asked if
it would play any role for his spelling who would later read what he wrote, Frank
replied: “No. What is more important to me is what the person who reads it as-
sumes and thinks about me. That is more important than who reads it.”8

Frank’s central concern here is that his own social positioning construed
indexically through spelling is valid across contexts. He always wants to “sim-
ply write as well as I can”.9 Thereby, Frank reflects on his ‘own’ spelling style
with a translocal claim: He negates situated spelling styles and proclaims a de-
contextualized ‘proper writing’. As becomes clear in the further course of the
interview, Frank characterizes the social persona indexically entailed by his
‘proper’ spellings as being “educated” and not belonging to the “mainstream”
group of texting teenagers. Thus, Frank’s metapragmatic positioning does not
only achieve affirmative adequation but also social distinction from a stereotypi-
cal social group (cf. Bucholtz and Hall 2005). When Frank uses <daß> instead of
<dass> or emoticons instead of emojis, he focuses on the differences in relation to
the linguistic “trends” that he perceives among his peers and judges negatively as
“superficial”. Instead of joining, he indexes his ‘own’ distancing social position.

The fact that some of his distinctive forms are not part of the contemporary
codified German orthography (such as <daß>, but also non-codified emoticons)
shows that Frank does not primarily urge for standard spellings per se but rather
focuses on social distinction from ‘mainstream’ nonstandard spellings. For this,
Frank constructs some sort of ‘counter register’, as it were, which he rationalizes
metapragmatically from a culturally pessimistic position. In the later course of
the interview, when asked how his spelling changed after he got a smartphone,
Frank answered: “Well, I would say that social media writing has changed my
spelling in that I make an extra effort to be a bit more conservative in the way I
write.”10

8 Original: „Nein. Eher, was die Person, die’s liest dann vonmir annimmt und über mich denkt.
Das ist wichtiger als wer’s liest.“
9 Original: „Ich würde einfach so gut schreiben, wie ich kann.“
10 Original: „Also ich würde jetzt sagen, dass das Schreiben in den Sozialen Medien mein
Schreiben in dem verändert hat, dass ich mich anstrenge, ein bisschen konservativer zu sein,
in dem, wie ich schreibe.“
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9 Conclusions

In this paper, I have analyzed to what extent spelling variation can be observed as
communicative practice in everyday digital interactions. Starting from a theoret-
ical perspective on processes of pluralization in digital written communication,
I discussed spelling variation in interaction through the analytical lens of social
indexicality—a concept rooted in linguistic anthropology and interactional soci-
olinguistics. In particular, the Silversteinian distinction between indexical pre-
suppositions and indexical entailments proved to be a useful tool not only on
a theoretical but also on an empirical level. Socially enregistered spelling vari-
ants are to be understood as indexicals, which in local contexts are either consid-
ered appropriate to expectational norms (i. e. belong to a socially shared register
of writing) or shape and alter novel contextual properties (i. e. being perceived
as socially meaningful stylistic choices). By focusing on local metapragmatics,
the approach opens the view to plural indexical differentiations based on lan-
guage ideologies and therefore overcomes simplifying standard/nonstandard di-
chotomies.

Moreover, the paper focused on the structural conditions of sociallymeaning-
ful variation: Since perceivable differentiation is the prerequisite for social index-
icality, the structural classification of spelling variants must play an important
role in addition to a sociolinguistic foundation. To this end, the paper proposed a
classification of spellings depending on whether a variant is a graphemic substi-
tution, extension, or reduction, andwhether its alternation is derived fromspoken
language or graphically autonomous visual modulation. These categories outline
the range in which digital spelling forms vary, thus constituting socially mean-
ingful indexicals in context. Subsequently, a tripartite research framework was
presented that combines the structural and socio-communicative perspectives:
The first analytical dimension deals with the distribution of structural variants,
the second dimension investigates the functions of these variants in communica-
tive practice, and finally the third dimension reconstructs the participants’ reflex-
ive awareness of these practices in order to achieve a holistic understanding of
spelling variation in interaction.

This researchprogramwas then exemplifiedwith case studies that focused on
the ambivalent metapragmatic status of standard orthography in the digital tex-
ting of German adolescents. On the one hand, it was shown that forms that must
be considered ‘nonstandard’ in terms of the codified standard orthography com-
ply with the local norm of an informal register of writing in the social population
under investigation. In particular, phonostylistic reductions, such as e-elisions,
proved to be characteristic of digital everyday texting and constitute a metaprag-
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matic default in these communicative situations. Accordingly, it turned out that
communicative practices that are supposed to unfold a particular indexical ef-
fect in context, for example for the purpose of politeness, primarily display dis-
tinction from the local norm rather than the codified norm. This may even go so
far that orthographically licensed variants can be used as stylistically marked,
for example, to indicate socio-emotional distance. Especially with Frank, it be-
came evident that the so-called ‘nonstandard’ itself can be counteracted by paro-
dically stylized misspellings, or by realizing conservative forms, such as the vari-
ant <daß>, that are used to position oneself socially as ‘intellectually superior’.
Although Frank’s pronounced linguistic conservatism is certainly an exception in
the population under investigation, these case studies illustrate the fundamental
dynamics between competing metapragmatic norms and the resulting indexical
potentials. Instead of a binary distinction between standard and nonstandard,
we can observe variational paradigms such as <habe>, <hab>, and <hap>, which
may suggest different indexical readings depending on their interactional con-
text.

Given this flexibility of spelling practice, future research has the task of
further elaborating on the relationship between structural variation and socio-
indexical potential. Although it is becoming apparent that phonostylistic variants
in particular (based on solidified social enregisterments of spoken linguistic fea-
tures) tend to manifest indexical presuppositions primarily, it remains uncertain
whether there are certain formal conditions for contextually appropriate or effec-
tive spelling variants. In any case: Tracing these spelling phenomena inevitably
means taking a look at the language ideological foundations of their social index-
icalities. In this sense, the investigation of digital spelling variation in interaction
is always an interdisciplinary matter, in which sociolinguistics of writing and
research on writing systems go hand in hand.

Acknowledgments: I am grateful to the editors of this special issue as well as to
the two anonymous reviewers for exceptionally constructive reviews.
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